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ABSTRACT 

This paper is based on the investigation of users in a practical 

information service, the Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of 

China, and it analysed users' donnent utilization in the year 1989. Its major 

contents include: the basic situation of document utilization of Chinese SUT 

personnel; the barriers encountered; the patterns that the documents are used. 

The author pointer! out the existing problems and offered soie suggestions in 

information когк. 

L Background 

With the deepening of reform of China's economic systei, firent changes 

have been taking place in the rcientific and technical infonation field. 

After more than 3D years, ISTIC, the national scientific and technical 

information centre, now has a staff of more than one thousand two hundred. In 

the field of documentation, 

-ISTIC has taken the engineering technology literature as the nucleus 
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and other varions «tombent types such as scientific and technical JOUTA is, con

ference proceedings, research reports, acadeaic dissertations, reference books 

and retrieval books as the lain stock of documentâtion systea. By the *nd of 

1Я8Э, it has acquired a collections about five «illion copies of scientific and 

technical docuaents. and in documentation services we provided soae iter» such 

as reading-loaning servi re, referral, inquiring service and SDI service; publi

cation and product snaple exhibitions; translation service; aicrofila and xero

graphic service etc. In coapnler inforaation retrieval. 

-ISTlf has set up internat tonal online retrieval service and the users 

ran directl,\ search databases such as DIALOG, ORBIT and STN, 

-has alread.v introduced the СП-RON of the * W I S V ERIC "," VER L1EFERT 

WAS ? " along with their service, 

-lias set ир 7 self-bnilt databases. Four of thea are in English and are 

installed on the IBM 4381 computer: ISTIf's Non-journal Docnaents in Western 

Language; ISTIC's Catalogue of Western language Periodicals; Chinese Advanced 

Degree Dissertations and Chinese SUT Society Journal Abstracts. The other 

three are in Chinese and are installed on the VAX 11/750 roaputer: Chinese 

Conference Proceedings, the I'nion Catalogue of Chinese S&T Periodicals and 

Informlion on Apprnpriflte Technologies. All these databases can he accessed 

online from over thirty tern in»Is throughout the country. 

As a whole, we have achieved soae successes in the inforaation w>rk. 

Since the refora of scientific and technological systei in 1Э85, the 

responsibility systea has been gradually iaplcaented in the aanageeent of 

scientific and technological { hereinafter referred to as S&T ) inforaation 

organizations, and the guiding principle of onr work has begun to adapt to the 

dc\e1opaenl оГ lin? socialist coRRoriity economy, that is to perfora good public 
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servir»» and ti> actively make income simultaneously. Both compensated and free 

services are given. In order to aeet the needs of this пек situation, with the 

rapid development in S*T. and the skyrocketing price of foreign docinents. 

ISTlf, the national comprehensive Ш information research organization, is 

facing a whole series of problems, such as 

-how to play tin- leading role in the national information field: 

-IK>W to meet the needs of S*T personeel who сове to ISTIC; 

-how to solve the problems in document acquisition, processing, 

retrieval, and service, and ho* to develop resource sharing and 

utilization, and 

-hot» to allocate the budget. 

For this reason, we investigated and anabsized the information needs of 

users who came to ISTIC to use primary foreign documenets ( such as the 

international conference proceedings, academic dissertations, research repor

ts, and reference honks ) in 1ЯЙЯ, and several suggestions had been offered to 

improve informât Ьк; work. 

II. Research Method 

This investigation is based on reader's registration form, together with 

oral questions and informal group discussions with users. Both qualitative and 

quantiative methods were used. The investigation includes mainly: 

1). the basic situations of documents utilization by S&T personnel; 

2). the harriers encountered; 

3). the condition that the documents are used. 

This investigation only includes ten thousand user visits of foreign 

documents. They are our frequent users and also the major customers we provide 

information service. 
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III. Farts about Tsers 

1. Farts and analysis of user's foreign documents utilization 

I.I The survey indicates that 853! of the people surveyed are scanning 

/reading dotiiaents for theaselves, i.e., reading document directly to 

■eel their informal ion needs. Only 1:">X of Idea surveyed are док! 

at utilizing relriveal books ( i.e. secondary document ) . This shows 

that nost of the users don't know ho* to use the retrieval hooks, 

which influences the document utilization rale. 

i.2 F veil those users who know how to use the retrieval books do not 

renard the* as the lost convenient, and they do not use thee regularly. 

That is to say the S«T personnel's " regular" infor>ation retrieval 

level is not nigh. 

1.3 The <>n-line retrieval is used very rarely. The first reason is its 

expense, and the second is the unavailability of original documents 

in China. As a consequense tost of the S&T personnel still rcnain at 

the priaviry stage of annual search. 

2. St met ИГР of professional status of the users 

Table I. shows that: 

2.1 lajor users of ISTIC are postgraduates and S&T personnel holding the 

professional status. 

2.2 According to the Chinese title systei, the professional status of 

senior, aediui, or junior each has a certain proportion, with the 

proportion for the senior being the stall est. So we can understand why 

(he miaher of seniors is less than the other categories. Compared with 

the survey made in 1986, the number of S&T personnel holding the 

senior professional status had increased. It indicates that, with the 
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refora of the title systei. lore outstanding intellectuals have been 
pmaoteri to the senior professional status. 

Table 1. The Professional Status of User 

\ v Year 
Profes^"^. 
sional status^ 

1 989 1 9 8 6 \ v Year 
Profes^"^. 
sional status^ Ko. ratio X No. ratio X 

postgraduates 3968 32.00 7205 43.85 

■ediims 3300 ! 26.20 
i 

3766 22.92 

seniors 2158 ) 17.40 703 4.28 

juniors 1488 | 12.00 3059 18.62 

undergraduates i 
780 ' 6.30 

1 

miscellaneous 706 j 5.70 1698 10.33 

3. Origin of users 

Table II. Units Nature of the User 

^ v Year 
Units Ка111ге"^ч.^^ 

1 9 8 9 1 986 ^ v Year 
Units Ка111ге"^ч.^^ No. ratios X No. 1 ratios X 

research institutes 49Б0 49.00 6023 | 36.46 

Colleges S universities 

industrial enterprises 

4340 35.00 9245 55.97 Colleges S universities 

industrial enterprises 1364 11.00 983 5.95 
miscellaneous 496 4.00 267 1.62 
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Table H. shows that: 

3.1 4Я1 of our users с а к froi research institutions, and 35X from 

universities and colleges. 

3.2 Fsers of foreign doctments from industries are relatively few. The 

■ain reason is the language harriers. When they use these documents, 

thpy need to work harder ami spend «ore time. Therefore, their access 

are limited by this objective condition. c 

4. The information requirement characteristics of the users 

4.1 they required that information be novel and advanced in nature; 

4.2 consistant in the specialized areas of ISTIC's collections 

4.3 to spend less time to get the most suitable information with the best 

effect to solve problems in their work. 

4.4 completeness and continuity of collection. 

5. The purpose of information users 

The suney indicates that: 

5.1 35% of the users wanted to keep abreast of current development in 

their fields, and to write report and theses; 

5.2 22X of the users worked on scientific research projects; 

5.3 15X of the users were developing new products, and 

5.4 2RX had other objectives. 
IV. H i ligation Rate of Documents 

1. The specialities of the documents used 
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1086 1909 

13.1 OX 5.89% 0.57% 10.23% 
13.02% 
10.95% 
6.70% 
11.84% 

11.72% 
15.13% ntto 

Fiy. l.The Distribution of Specialities of the Docuients 

I'sed in 1989 and 1986 (arranged in order of 

1989 persenfages) 
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Froa Fia- 1 ке can see clearly (hat the distributions of donnent 

specialities were siailar for the years of 1989 and 1986. and froa Fig. 2 and 

Fia- 1. ье kno* that the aajor specialities needed are: aachinery, cheaical 

industry, civil engineering, radio electronics, coaputer automation, 

metallurgy, coaauuicalion and transportation, aedicine and basic science, and 

coapared with the survey of 1986. there vas no great changes in the 

distribution r.f speciality. The needs in radio electronics, energy. SIT 

information and economic aanageaent shoved a rising trend. 

difl 

ajricaltwt* 
Afbt 
ft 

antaetiaa 

•aau 3 fBtfwf*) 
1 ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ' ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ' ■ ' ■ ■ ■ 
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Fia. 2 The Distribution of Specialities of 

on-line Retrieval Service in 1Э8Я 
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2. Dorment types used 

*e\t to the scientific and technical journals, the utilization rate of 

conference proceedings is the higest, as indicated in Fig. 3. This fact is 

understandable in that the collections of the conference proceedings in ISTIC 

is the largest in China ami su the users' requiresents are Mist likely 

satisfied. 

2£47. 

1467. 

к^епиЛюп^СопГогепсе Proceedings 

References Bode 

Research Reports 
Government Publications 
Miscellaneous 

Fig. 3 Document types used 

V . I'ser Complaints 

1. ISTIC paid great attention to collection, without equal attention to its 
utilization. 

2. tack of active service. We are used to the "library style" service, with 

fixed hours, halting for the users to cone. 

3. Lack of union catalog and effective interlibrary loan service, so users' 

satisfaction rate is low. 
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4. There is no dociaent loan service to users, which influences the 
utilization rate. 

5. Lack of ISTIC's uarketing effort. Isers are unaware of its collection. 

VI. Some Snsjyest ions 

1. To strengthen coordination and realize resources sharing among 

information services and libraries. 

In recent years, the rapid development of science and technology 

leads to the increase in the quantity of document and the prices of foreiun 

books and periodirals are going up steadily. II is absolutely impossible 

Tor individual informal ion units in China lo obtain a complete collection. To 

realize resource sharing, the Library and Information Coordination Commission 

among ministries «as established in 19Я8 in China. Its' purpose is to 

strengthen coordination and realize resources sharing. This commission aroused 

great interests among library and information professionals. This commission 

should carry out systematic analysis of the national information work, work 

out coordination policy and measures to solve the problems of repeatit ion and 

ovcrlappinii, and critical inadequacy in collection. It should advertise using 

various means оГ media throughout the country to inform the public about flic 

distribution of the resources. Each library and information unit should know 

its goal and emphasis in the information work. The commission should also 

strengthen the overall planning in computer application, set up databases to 

form a network system, and use the entire information system to provide the 

effective and timely service. 

2. To improve the available service pattern and strengthen the SDI service 

Our primary usprs are middle-aaed and young SST personnel, who usually do 

not know very much about information serviCPS. Most of them use information in 
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an "irregular way". They cannot express their needs in proper tens. If our 

readers' service only retains at the traditional level which is "sit-and-

wait", then we can't ieet their deaands. We have to understand the users, 

increase users' confidence, encourage the users to have a positive inforiation 

behavier and consciousness, am. Tadually fori the service pattern of "user 

request^-producing certain service results-»-expanding their requirements and 

producing higher level of satisfaction". This process can convert potential 

needs of the users to actual ones. In order to achieve this, it is necessary 

for service staff In have the following essential skills: 

2.1 The ability to keep good interpersonal relations with users. 

2.2 The ability of oral couunication to transmit information 

correctly to users. 

2.3 The ability and enthusiast to encourage users 

2.4 Patience 

Therefore, staff have to be trained in the psychology of users' needs 

and their initiative and potentiality should be brought into full play. 

In this survey, we have found that S&T personnel are ю г е interested 

in SDI service and the reading-loaning service than others. Therefore, we 

should strengthen these two kinds of services, especially the SOI service. It 

can not only increase our professional skill but also generate good 

econoiocial and social benefit. SDI service can leet user requirements, and is 

a developing tendency in inforiation service, because it conforis to the law 

of inforiation service: 

1) information lust be useful; 

2) there is a direct correspondence between users and inforiation, that 

is, every user can get their needs and each piece of infonation bas its 
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user, 

3) saviny of user's time; 

3. Strenjithenina the study of user 

I'ser management and dynamic analysis of user demands an? still an im

portant work. 

3.1 To improve data acquisition method in user survey 

It is necessary to set up a master service desk (not many desks like 

not») , using a simple question and answer system, to input I In? diffe

rent needs, rale of salisfication and opinions of users into the 

computer. This process can improve the exchange of information between 

user and staff, and will make users feel that survey is a friendly 

expression and not a trouble of Гi 11iII«I up forms. Then we ran 'jet more 

amiral e and belter data, and reduce the inaccuracy of the input. 

3.2 liaison cards are set up for frequent and typical users to investigate 

user regularly, understand their wishes, views, evaluations, and 

comptatuls оГ our service. All the investigation results will not only 

provide us with a scientifie basis and serve as samples for user 

analysis, but also give us inspiration, experiences and help, to 

improve our service, and will be used as feedback for data collection. 

I. Advertise and open up more information service channels 

In 1ПЯ7, our institute moved into the new building, which is situated in 

the west part of Beijing, with a total floor space of about sixty thrnusand 

square metres. This new building is bigger and has more sophisticaqted 

equipments than before, thus it is possible to provide better servire to the 

public. Sincp the market ing effort of ISTIC is not enough, and also villi such 

a vast Jerri tory, many people in China don't even know where ISTIC is and 

don't know what services are available. How to get more users to visit us and 
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to open up sore effective services have пои Ьесове our goal. Therefore, we 
should : 

4.1 fully use various possible media, such as TV, radio, newspapers 
and journals to advertise and introduce ISTIC's collections, various 
document types and document bases, retrieval books, and retrieval 
services, in order to increase its reputation and publicity. 

4.2 change the passive service into active service, abandon the 
traditional way of sit-and-wait and establish the concepts of users 
first and market econoay. Ve should utilize our superiority in 
information professionals, in information resources, as well as in 
advanced equipments to provide various forms of services. In the area 
of document service alone, we can implement the charged services in the 
following ways: 
1) provide active SDI service and special service ; 
2) deliver information to users and to outlying districts; 
3) hold special exhibitions; ! 

4) help users to retrieve froa collections and obtain photocopy; 
5) guide users to use the retrieval books to find out needed 

information; 
6) provide bookfora catalogs and card catalogues for specific subject 

areas; 
While developing inforiation services (with some as charged services), 

we can upgrade the effect of information service, enhance social information 
consciousness, strengthen commodity economy and increase our competitiveness, 
as well as motivate our staff. 
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